Blue Christmas (D) with instrumental

(A7)...I'll have a

[D] blue......[D] Christmas....with-[A7]-out you....[A7]..I'll be so
[A7] blue....just [A7] thinkin’....a-[D]-bout you......[D]....Dec-or-a-
[D]-tions..of red [D7].....on a [G] green..Christmas [G] tree.......[E]..won't..be the same [E]...dear..if..[A7] you're not here with
[A7]↓ me..And when those

[D] blue......[D] snow-flakes...start [A7] fallin'......[A7]...that's when those
[A7] blue....mem-[A7]-ories..start [D] callin’.....[D]...You'll be do-
[D]-in' all right [D7]....with your [G] Christmas of white [Abdim]......But
[A7] I'll..have a blue [A7]....blue blue blue [D] Christmas......[D]↓...And when those

[D] blue......[D] snow-flakes...start [A7] fallin'......[A7]...that's when those
[A7] blue....mem-[A7]-ories..start [D] callin’.....[D]...You'll be do-
[D]-in' all right [D7]....with your [G] Christmas of white [Abdim]......But
[A7] I'll..have a blue [A7]....blue blue blue [D] Christmas......[D]↓...I'll have a

[D] blue......[D] Christmas....with-[A7]-out you....[A7]..I'll be so
[A7] blue....just [A7] thinkin’....a-[D]-bout you......[D]....You'll be do-
[D]-in' all right [D7]....with your [G] Christmas of white [Abdim]......But
[A7] I'll..have a blue [A7]....blue blue blue [D] Christmas......[D]......But
[A7] I'll..have a blue [A7]....blue blue blue [D] Christmas......(D)↓

Blue-boys  Red-girls  Black-Together  Gray italic-Instrumental

[D] 4 beats  {D} 2 beats  (D) 1 beat

Based on Elvis Presley and Martina McBride YouTube video